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Warrington  

Lancashire  

WA3 7BH  

 Landline: 01925 6... 

 Website: adicommunications.co.uk/tv-aerials-

warrington 

 Email this business


 
 @caselogic

 communities
 
 UCH9EPwLRzk3iuWR…

 TV Aerials Warrington, Aerials Warrington,

Warrington Aerials, TV Installers Warrington

 Report a problem with this listing

Business Pro�le

TV Aerial Installations Warrington Welcome to TV

aerials Warrington, If you have TV Aerial problems or

need a satellite installation inquiries regarding a

Sky, Sky HD, Freeview, Freesat or multi-room

system, call our experienced team for polite and

friendly advice today. 

 

With over 20 years in the TV Aerial and Satellite

System industry, we always make sure our installers

carry a full range of indoor and outdoor Digital TV

aerials at all times ensuring that all our repair and

upgrade work is done quick & efficiently to give all

our new and existing customers the best experience

the company has to offer. 

 Show me directions to TV Aerials Warrington

Opening Hours

Monday to Friday 

09:00 to 17:00

Saturday to Sunday 

Closed

Special Offers

Free Aerial Extension in WA
At TV Aerials Warrington we

will install a free TV Aerial

Point to any room in your

house with every TV Aerial

Installed in Your Home.

More Details

Terms: Must Live In Warrington

Payment Methods

We accept:

Expires: 25th April 2019
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Furthermore, we also offer the latest in High

Definition Home entertainment TV systems at a very

competitive price that should be looked at more

now that we have reached the ultimate year of HD

viewing. Also available are the installation of CAT5

and CAT6 HD points for Smart TV installs so please

have one of our engineers come give you a free no

obligation quotation. Contact us by email or phone

24 hours a day at Aerials Warrington.

About TV Aerials Warrington As Aerial Installers &

Satellite TV Engineers for the Warrington area, we

aim to give you the best service around. We have

been established for over 20 years and in that time

have built up a good reputation as both aerial

installation experts and satellite engineers. We offer

warranties on all of our installations and equipment

which we feel goes a long way to building

confidence with potential customers that have never

used our services before. 

 

Our Services include: 

 

TV Aerial Installation (Digital Aerials with 4G Filters

built in) for BT Vision & Freeview 

Aerial & Satellite Repair (Fault Finding & System

Analysis) 

Extra TV Points (Aerial Sockets or Extra satellite

feed to another room) 

Satellite TV Installs (Sky, Freesat or Foreign) 

Sky Dish Installation & Repairs (Replace Dish, Re-

alignment, LNB Replace or Upgrades) 

Freesat Dish Install 

Visa Mastercard

Amex Cash

Paypal Stripe

Cheque Bank Transfer

Contactless

Documents
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TV Wall Mounting Service 

Loft Aerials 

TV Distribution 

We are very keen to build up and keep our good

reputation and so approach all of our jobs with

professionalism and curtesy. We will explain out to

you all work requiring to be done & why it needs

doing before we start any work. We will agree to a

price prior to work and stick to that price.

Area Covered By TV Aerials Warrington We cover a

20-mile radius of Warrington for all of our aerial

services. When you book in a visit from the engineer

we really try to make sure we get to you on time as

we understand that you may be taking time out of

work to be at home for the visit. If at all we are

running late we would always phone and let you

know. 

 

When we get to your property we aim to be able to

fix or install on the first visit and we carry all the

latest TV aerials, satellite dish equipment required

to do almost any job-related. The only thing we buy

in to order is the TV Wall brackets, but we would get

this once the job is booked in. Our Fitters will tidy

up after themselves and will wear boot covers when

entering your home.

Digital TV Warrington Do you require a new Digital

Television Aerial for BT Vision or Freeview? Whether

it's a replacement, or for a new build property that

needs a loft aerial installation etc we offer a fully

guaranteed service. When we carry out any install

work we look to hide as much of the coax cable as
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we can. It looks so much better if the cable is less

visible and hidden where possible. 

 

So, whether you want a simple repair or you are

getting 'no signal' on your TV or you require a

completely new aerial system to 6 or more rooms in

your house we are the fitters for you. Our NVQ

qualified engineers will always look to the best

solution for you

Satellite TV In Warrington We are Sky dish installers

for the Warrington area, this means that we can set

up your Sky system, fit or repair a satellite dish,

realign your dish if it's been blown about by the

wind and you are no longer getting a signal. We

reprogram sky receivers if they are playing up and

can do anything satellite related such as Freesat or

other foreign types of system for you. 

 

With 20 years plus of experience as satellite TV

engineers there is nothing we can't do within reason.

We will even fix your dish on a post at the end of

the garden for you if it's the only place on your

property that gets a signal. We do our upmost to

provide you with a service that is second to none, &

of course all of our work and equipment comes

guaranteed.

TV Wall Mounting Warrington Ever since the flat

screen TV came out we have been hanging these

televisions on walls. We pride ourselves in the fact

that we always get them level, (not an easy thing) &

that all of the TV wall mountings we have done look

good after we're finished. Whether you have a small
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17" TV or a 72" we have the knowledge, experience

and expertise to fit your TV securely. 

 

We can also provide and fit trunking to hide away

the unsightly cables so the whole thing looks good.

We can fit your Telly on either a stud wall or a solid

brick wall and we also provide decent quality TV

wall brackets ideal for the TV and wall for your

install. You don't want to leave this to an amateur,

when we put up a TV it stays up.

TV Aerials Warringtons Promise To You All our

Installations & Equipment come Gauranteed. 

We will stick to the price quoted! 

We'll clean up any mass we make 

carried out. 

We will only ever fit approved Aerial, Satellite or

CCTV Equiment. 

If for whatever reason we are running late for your

appointment, we will call to inform you.

Gallery

Video
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Testimonials

Testimonials are curated by TV Aerials Warrington

and are not independently reviewed or verified.

Reviews

Reviews for this business

Leave a review

Back to top



"TV Aerials Warrington"

"Gary has been today and installed me new

aerial and all my TV points are back working.

Very Good Job"

Joanne Smith on 19 February 2018

Verified

TV Aerials Warrington 

Verified ID: 1051720924753920
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